Rheology over five orders of magnitude in model hydrogels: agreement between strain-controlled rheometry, transient elastography, and supersonic shear wave imaging.
Shear wave elastography helps physicians to characterize pathologies by assessing biomechanical properties of soft tissues. Compared with classical rheology, these techniques allow the quantification of the mechanical properties of tissues in the frequency range of hundreds of hertz. In this paper, ultrasound elastographic measurements and classical rheology are compared over a frequency range spanning five orders of magnitude [0.01 to 1200 Hz] to characterize model gels at multiple scales. Hybrid hydrogels were specially synthesized to get a fine tuning of the material dissipative response. Strain-controlled rheology (SCR) experiments were performed to get the elastic moduli G" and loss moduli G" from 0.01 Hz to 10 Hz and were confirmed by tensile tests. Transient elastography (TE from 50 to 400 Hz) and supersonic shear imaging (SSI from 200 to 1200 Hz) were used to characterize polymers at high frequency. Two different hydrogels were tested in the ultrasound setup with different concentration of scatterers. From low-frequency measurements, elastic moduli were extrapolated at high frequency and a very good correlation was obtained between SCR and TE and between SCR and SSI (r = 0.92 and r = 0.95, respectively). This paper demonstrates the capability of shear wave elastography to accurately image rheological properties of soft tissues, to differentiate soft elastic domains from viscous ones. It also gives new insights into soft material science because it provides a rheological tool in a high-frequency domain complementary to conventional rheometry.